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Dec 1

LETTUCE
ICEBERG LETTUCE

All of our liner lettuce will be shipping from Arizona. So far the product is looking very strong out of

the desert. 

CABBAGE
All cabbage is available. 

ROMAINE 
Overall less Romaine is being harvested in

Salinas/Huron with the majority of it being

harvested in Holtville. Production suppliers

are below targets so expect an active

market. 

GREEN LEAF LETTUCE
Product is available and quality is fair. Salinas is done producing green leaf while the majority of

product is coming out of Holtville. 



ROUND, ROMA AND VINE RIPE TOMATOES

Florida
Florida is seeing consistently nice weather. Some shippers are packing mostly all crown so the great

percentage of fruit available is running to the much larger sizes. Quoted market is $14-$14-$10 plus $2.95

services plus freight etc.

Baja California
Too few round tomatoes to quote. More romas available. Quoted market is $14.95-$18.95 FOB on

the best quality roma tomatoes.

TOMATOES
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GRAPE TOMATOES
Organic grape tomatoes continue to be

extremely short. Conventional grapes have

gotten a bit more available. 

ORGANIC SWEET KING TOMATOES
Smaller sized fruit available for the next

couple of weeks.  

Onion prices are steady on all sizes.

The colossal and jumbo sizes are still

very firm on price. Medium yellow

and red onion market is rising. Quality

is improving and supplies are still

fairly tight with white onions. Trucks

are still tight out of the NW area as we

are in the Christmas tree season. 

ONIONS



CITRUS

Currently harvesting in California; struggling

with quality. Demand is picking up for the

holidays.

BRUSSELS

CUCUMBERS
Coming out of Baja, MX and Nogales, AZ with

steady supply.
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CONVENTIONAL VALENCIAS 
California is done and the transition into Navels

has been completed. Mexico Valencia crop will

start in light volumes over the next few weeks

and pick up throughout December and into

the New Year. 

CONVENTIONAL NAVELS
 Imports are cleaning up. New crop California

has taken over as the primary source for Navels

and volumes will continue to build throughout

December. The California season is lighter on

volume compared to a typical year; off 15-20%.

Fruit is peaking across the board with good

sizing and volume across all sizes. 
CONVENTIONAL GRAPEFRUIT
California and Texas Red Grapefruit are

available throughout December. New crop will

peak 36/40/32/48ct with very few 27ct and

larger. 

CONVENTIONAL LEMONS
Import volume is slowing down out of

Argentina, Chile and Mexico but should start

cleaning up over the next few weeks. Market

has been fair on all fancy fruit and larger sizes.

Wait times for unloading are still an issue at the

ports. California D3 and D1 are both going and

will have good volumes and will build

throughout December. 
CONVENTIONAL COLORED BELLS
Northern California is almost done. Light

product coming out of Mexico. Coachella is 2-3

weeks away from starting. 

GREEN BELLS
Baja bell peppers are now done. Northern CA

has light supply available. Coachella crop has

now started.

BELL PEPPERS

POTATOES
All markets are steady and demand is expected

to increase within 2 weeks. The overall quality is

very good and all sizes are currently available

out of shipping point. 

CONVENTIONAL LIMES
Consistent supply continues through this

December. 

CHILES
Product is currently extremely tight,

regardless of location. Northern CA is done for

the season. Baja, due to the cold weather, has

extremely light supply. Sinaloa, MX which will

be FOB Nogales, is about 2 weeks away from

starting. 



Strawberries
Demand has come off a bit for Oxnard and Santa Maria fruit and we are seeing the pricing trend

slightly lower. 

BERRIES

BLUEBERRIES

Peruvian, Mexican and Chilean fruit readily available on all pack sizes from both coasts. Prices are

low and quality is good. Expect for the market to stay sluggish until Christmas on blues. Blues are

also a good promotional item for the next few weeks.
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Santa Maria
Summer planted is over its peak and

most ranches are on a decline. Wide

range in quality and condition. 

Oxnard 
Summer planted varieties are still ramping up

to peak production with good quality and

condition. Look for Oxnard to continue to go

up over the next few weeks pending any

weather events.Central Mexico 
 Starting to see a bigger increase in overall

production. On the very front end of their

season, we expect their volume to

continue to increase moving forward.

Wide range in quality and condition but

most reports are positive.   

Florida 
Starting to see more growers starting their

season with good demand. Should start to see

meaningful volume coming soon.

Avocado market continues to be stable week over week.

Mexico’s supply is slightly increasing, and we should see

bigger sized fruit decrease in pricing in the coming weeks.

The best value is 60ct size. Larger fruit is becoming more

abundant but is still holding steady on pricing across the

industry. There has been a slight increase in supply on #2

fruit, but not enough to bring the prices down. 

AVOCADO


